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Introduction to Topology
The papers of this volume focus on the foundational aspects of computer science, the thematic origin and stronghold of
LNCS, under the title “Computing and Software Science: State of the Art and Perspectives”. They are organized in two parts:
The first part, Computation and Complexity, presents a collection of expository papers on fashionable themes in
algorithmics, optimization, and complexity. The second part, Methods, Languages and Tools for Future System
Development, aims at sketching the methodological evolution that helps guaranteeing that future systems meet their
increasingly critical requirements. Chapter 3 is available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License via link.springer.com.

Topology
This is an introductory textbook on general and algebraic topology, aimed at anyone with a basic knowledge of calculus and
linear algebra. It provides full proofs and includes many examples and exercises. The covered topics include: set theory and
cardinal arithmetic; axiom of choice and Zorn's lemma; topological spaces and continuous functions; connectedness and
compactness; Alexandrov compactification; quotient topologies; countability and separation axioms; prebasis and
Alexander's theorem; the Tychonoff theorem and paracompactness; complete metric spaces and function spaces; Baire
spaces; homotopy of maps; the fundamental group; the van Kampen theorem; covering spaces; Brouwer and Borsuk's
theorems; free groups and free product of groups; and basic category theory. While it is very concrete at the beginning,
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abstract concepts are gradually introduced. It is suitable for anyone needing a basic, comprehensive introduction to general
and algebraic topology and its applications.

Foundations of Topology
Elementary Linear Algebra
Originally published: Philadelphia: Saunders College Publishing, 1989; slightly corrected.

Calculus on Manifolds
Elementary Linear Algebra is written for the first undergraduate course. The book focuses on the importance of linear
algebra in many disciplines such as engineering, economics, statistics, and computer science. The text reinforces critical
ideas and lessons of traditional topics. More importantly, the book is written in a manner that deeply ingrains computational
methods.

Fundamentals of General Topology
This textbook is an introduction to the theory of Hilbert space and its applications. The notion of Hilbert space is central in
functional analysis and is used in numerous branches of pure and applied mathematics. Dr Young has stressed applications
of the theory, particularly to the solution of partial differential equations in mathematical physics and to the approximation
of functions in complex analysis. Some basic familiarity with real analysis, linear algebra and metric spaces is assumed, but
otherwise the book is self-contained. It is based on courses given at the University of Glasgow and contains numerous
examples and exercises (many with solutions). Thus it will make an excellent first course in Hilbert space theory at either
undergraduate or graduate level and will also be of interest to electrical engineers and physicists, particularly those
involved in control theory and filter design.

Elements Of Algebraic Topology
This should be a revelation for mathematics undergraduates. Having evolved from Runde’s notes for an introductory
topology course at the University of Alberta, this essential text provides a concise introduction to set-theoretic topology, as
well as some algebraic topology. It is accessible to undergraduates from the second year on, and even beginning graduate
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students can benefit from some sections. The well-chosen selection of examples is accessible to students who have a
background in calculus and elementary algebra, but not necessarily in real or complex analysis. In places, Runde’s text
treats its material differently to other books on the subject, providing a fresh perspective.

Computing and Software Science
This book brings the most important aspects of modern topology within reach of a second-year undergraduate student. It
successfully unites the most exciting aspects of modern topology with those that are most useful for research, leaving
readers prepared and motivated for further study. Written from a thoroughly modern perspective, every topic is introduced
with an explanation of why it is being studied, and a huge number of examples provide further motivation. The book is ideal
for self-study and assumes only a familiarity with the notion of continuity and basic algebra.

The Millennium Prize Problems
Maths Quest 9 for New South Wales 5.2 Pathway is part of a three book series that meet all the requirements of the Stage
5.2 pathway syllabus (covering Stage 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 outcomes), with a fresh, contemporary design and carefully planned
content. This Teacher Edition with accompanying CD-ROM contains everything in the student package plus more. The
teacher edition of the textbook contains answers next to most questions in every exercise, investigation and puzz≤
annotated syllabus outcomes information; a readily accessible work program and syllabus grid. The teacher edition CD-ROM
contains everything on the student CD-ROM plus two texts per chapter with fully worked solutions, worksheets and their
solutions, a work program and syllabus grid - all in editable Word 97 format.

Principles of Mathematical Analysis
This book uses elementary versions of modern methods found in sophisticated mathematics to discuss portions of
"advanced calculus" in which the subtlety of the concepts and methods makes rigor difficult to attain at an elementary
level.

General Topology
A readable introduction to the subject of calculus on arbitrary surfaces or manifolds. Accessible to readers with knowledge
of basic calculus and linear algebra. Sections include series of problems to reinforce concepts.
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Introduction to Topology
On August 8, 1900, at the second International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris, David Hilbert delivered his famous
lecture in which he described twenty-three problems that were to play an influential role in mathematical research. A
century later, on May 24, 2000, at a meeting at the College de France, the Clay Mathematics Institute (CMI) announced the
creation of a US$7 million prize fund for the solution of seven important classic problems which have resisted solution. The
prize fund is divided equally among the seven problems. There is no time limit for their solution. The Millennium Prize
Problems were selected by the founding Scientific Advisory Board of CMI--Alain Connes, Arthur Jaffe, Andrew Wiles, and
Edward Witten--after consulting with other leading mathematicians. Their aim was somewhat different than that of Hilbert:
not to define new challenges, but to record some of the most difficult issues with which mathematicians were struggling at
the turn of the second millennium; to recognize achievement in mathematics of historical dimension; to elevate in the
consciousness of the general public the fact that in mathematics, the frontier is still open and abounds in important
unsolved problems; and to emphasize the importance of working towards a solution of the deepest, most difficult problems.
The present volume sets forth the official description of each of the seven problems and the rules governing the prizes. It
also contains an essay by Jeremy Gray on the history of prize problems in mathematics.

Principles of Topology
Manifolds, the higher-dimensional analogs of smooth curves and surfaces, are fundamental objects in modern mathematics.
Combining aspects of algebra, topology, and analysis, manifolds have also been applied to classical mechanics, general
relativity, and quantum field theory. In this streamlined introduction to the subject, the theory of manifolds is presented
with the aim of helping the reader achieve a rapid mastery of the essential topics. By the end of the book the reader should
be able to compute, at least for simple spaces, one of the most basic topological invariants of a manifold, its de Rham
cohomology. Along the way, the reader acquires the knowledge and skills necessary for further study of geometry and
topology. The requisite point-set topology is included in an appendix of twenty pages; other appendices review facts from
real analysis and linear algebra. Hints and solutions are provided to many of the exercises and problems. This work may be
used as the text for a one-semester graduate or advanced undergraduate course, as well as by students engaged in selfstudy. Requiring only minimal undergraduate prerequisites, 'Introduction to Manifolds' is also an excellent foundation for
Springer's GTM 82, 'Differential Forms in Algebraic Topology'.

A Guide to the Classification Theorem for Compact Surfaces
The five-volume set LNCS 9786-9790 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International Conference on
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Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA 2016, held in Beijing, China, in July 2016. The 239 revised full papers and
14 short papers presented at 33 workshops were carefully reviewed and selected from 849 submissions. They are organized
in five thematical tracks: computational methods, algorithms and scientific applications; high performance computing and
networks; geometric modeling, graphics and visualization; advanced and emerging applications; and information systems
and technologies.

Complex Analysis
Persistence theory emerged in the early 2000s as a new theory in the area of applied and computational topology. This
book provides a broad and modern view of the subject, including its algebraic, topological, and algorithmic aspects. It also
elaborates on applications in data analysis. The level of detail of the exposition has been set so as to keep a survey style,
while providing sufficient insights into the proofs so the reader can understand the mechanisms at work. The book is
organized into three parts. The first part is dedicated to the foundations of persistence and emphasizes its connection to
quiver representation theory. The second part focuses on its connection to applications through a few selected topics. The
third part provides perspectives for both the theory and its applications. The book can be used as a text for a course on
applied topology or data analysis.

A Concise Course in Algebraic Topology
Algebraic topology is a basic part of modern mathematics, and some knowledge of this area is indispensable for any
advanced work relating to geometry, including topology itself, differential geometry, algebraic geometry, and Lie groups.
This book provides a detailed treatment of algebraic topology both for teachers of the subject and for advanced graduate
students in mathematics either specializing in this area or continuing on to other fields. J. Peter May's approach reflects the
enormous internal developments within algebraic topology over the past several decades, most of which are largely
unknown to mathematicians in other fields. But he also retains the classical presentations of various topics where
appropriate. Most chapters end with problems that further explore and refine the concepts presented. The final four
chapters provide sketches of substantial areas of algebraic topology that are normally omitted from introductory texts, and
the book concludes with a list of suggested readings for those interested in delving further into the field.

Persistence Theory: From Quiver Representations to Data Analysis
This introduction to more advanced courses in probability and real analysis emphasizes the probabilistic way of thinking,
rather than measure-theoretic concepts. Geared toward advanced undergraduates and graduate students, its sole
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prerequisite is calculus. Taking statistics as its major field of application, the text opens with a review of basic concepts,
advancing to surveys of random variables, the properties of expectation, conditional probability and expectation, and
characteristic functions. Subsequent topics include infinite sequences of random variables, Markov chains, and an
introduction to statistics. Complete solutions to some of the problems appear at the end of the book.

Topology
Elements of Algebraic Topology provides the most concrete approach to the subject. With coverage of homology and
cohomology theory, universal coefficient theorems, Kunneth theorem, duality in manifolds, and applications to classical
theorems of point-set topology, this book is perfect for comunicating complex topics and the fun nature of algebraic
topology for beginners.

A First Course in Topology
"Topology of Metric Spaces gives a very streamlined development of a course in metric space topology emphasizing only
the most useful concepts, concrete spaces and geometric ideas to encourage geometric thinking, to treat this as a
preparatory ground for a general topology course, to use this course as a surrogate for real analysis and to help the
students gain some perspective of modern analysis." "Eminently suitable for self-study, this book may also be used as a
supplementary text for courses in general (or point-set) topology so that students will acquire a lot of concrete examples of
spaces and maps."--BOOK JACKET.

Algebraic Topology
Essential Topology
With the advent of approximation algorithms for NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, several techniques from
exact optimization such as the primal-dual method have proven their staying power and versatility. This book describes a
simple and powerful method that is iterative in essence and similarly useful in a variety of settings for exact and
approximate optimization. The authors highlight the commonality and uses of this method to prove a variety of classical
polyhedral results on matchings, trees, matroids and flows. The presentation style is elementary enough to be accessible to
anyone with exposure to basic linear algebra and graph theory, making the book suitable for introductory courses in
combinatorial optimization at the upper undergraduate and beginning graduate levels. Discussions of advanced
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applications illustrate their potential for future application in research in approximation algorithms.

Topology of Metric Spaces
Concise undergraduate introduction to fundamentals of topology — clearly and engagingly written, and filled with
stimulating, imaginative exercises. Topics include set theory, metric and topological spaces, connectedness, and
compactness. 1975 edition.

A Taste of Topology
Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time that nothing worth knowing can be taught.
Oscar Wilde, “The Critic as Artist,” 1890. Analysis is a profound subject; it is neither easy to understand nor summarize.
However, Real Analysis can be discovered by solving problems. This book aims to give independent students the
opportunity to discover Real Analysis by themselves through problem solving.
ThedepthandcomplexityofthetheoryofAnalysiscanbeappreciatedbytakingaglimpseatits developmental history. Although
Analysis was conceived in the 17th century during the Scienti?c Revolution, it has taken nearly two hundred years to
establish its theoretical basis. Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Fermat, Newton and Leibniz were among those who contributed to
its genesis. Deep conceptual changes in Analysis were brought about in the 19th century by Cauchy and Weierstrass.
Furthermore, modern concepts such as open and closed sets were introduced in the 1900s. Today nearly every
undergraduate mathematics program requires at least one semester of Real Analysis. Often, students consider this course
to be the most challenging or even intimidating of all their mathematics major requirements. The primary goal of this book
is to alleviate those concerns by systematically solving the problems related to the core concepts of most analysis courses.
In doing so, we hope that learning analysis becomes less taxing and thereby more satisfying.

Maths Quest 9
Topology is a branch of pure mathematics that deals with the abstract relationships found in geometry and analysis.
Written with the mature student in mind, Foundations of Topology, Second Edition, provides a user-friendly, clear, and
concise introduction to this fascinating area of mathematics. The author introduces topics that are well-motivated with
thorough proofs, that make them easy to follow. Historical comments are dispersed throughout the text, and exercises,
varying in degree of difficulty, are found at the end of each chapter. Foundations of Topology is an excellent text for
teaching students how to develop the skills for writing clear and precise proofs.
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A Complex Analysis Problem Book
How many dimensions does our universe require for a comprehensive physical description? In 1905, Poincare argued
philosophically about the necessity of the three familiar dimensions, while recent research is based on 11 dimensions or
even 23 dimensions. The notion of dimension itself presented a basic problem to the pioneers of topology. Cantor asked if
dimension was a topological feature of Euclidean space. To answer this question, some important topological ideas were
introduced by Brouwer, giving shape to a subject whose development dominated the twentieth century. The basic notions
in topology are varied and a comprehensive grounding in point-set topology, the definition and use of the fundamental
group, and the beginnings of homology theory requires considerable time. The goal of this book is a focused introduction
through these classical topics, aiming throughout at the classical result of the Invariance of Dimension. This text is based on
the author's course given at Vassar College and is intended for advanced undergraduate students. It is suitable for a
semester-long course on topology for students who have studied real analysis and linear algebra. It is also a good choice for
a capstone course, senior seminar, or independent study.

A Problem Book in Real Analysis
This introduction to topology provides separate, in-depth coverage of both general topology and algebraic topology.
Includes many examples and figures. GENERAL TOPOLOGY. Set Theory and Logic. Topological Spaces and Continuous
Functions. Connectedness and Compactness. Countability and Separation Axioms. The Tychonoff Theorem. Metrization
Theorems and paracompactness. Complete Metric Spaces and Function Spaces. Baire Spaces and Dimension Theory.
ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY. The Fundamental Group. Separation Theorems. The Seifert-van Kampen Theorem. Classification of
Surfaces. Classification of Covering Spaces. Applications to Group Theory. For anyone needing a basic, thorough,
introduction to general and algebraic topology and its applications.

Algebraic Topology
This textbook is a completely revised, updated, and expanded English edition of the important Analyse fonctionnelle (1983).
In addition, it contains a wealth of problems and exercises (with solutions) to guide the reader. Uniquely, this book presents
in a coherent, concise and unified way the main results from functional analysis together with the main results from the
theory of partial differential equations (PDEs). Although there are many books on functional analysis and many on PDEs,
this is the first to cover both of these closely connected topics. Since the French book was first published, it has been
translated into Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Romanian, Greek and Chinese. The English edition makes a welcome
addition to this list.
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Learning Theory
This textbook on elementary topology contains a detailed introduction to general topology and an introduction to algebraic
topology via its most classical and elementary segment centered at the notions of fundamental group and covering space.
The book is tailored for the reader who is determined to work actively. The proofs of theorems are separated from their
formulations and are gathered at the end of each chapter. This makes the book look like a pure problem book and
encourages the reader to think through each formulation. A reader who prefers a more traditional style can either find the
proofs at the end of the chapter or skip them altogether. This style also caters to the expert who needs a handbook and
prefers formulations not overshadowed by proofs. Most of the proofs are simple and easy to discover. The book can be
useful and enjoyable for readers with quite different backgrounds and interests. The text is structured in such a way that it
is easy to determine what to expect from each piece and how to use it. There is core material, which makes up a relatively
small part of the book. The core material is interspersed with examples, illustrative and training problems, and relevant
discussions. The reader who has mastered the core material acquires a strong background in elementary topology and will
feel at home in the environment of abstract mathematics. With almost no prerequisites (except real numbers), the book can
serve as a text for a course on general and beginning algebraic topology.

Topology
The essentials of point-set topology, complete with motivation andnumerous examples Topology: Point-Set and Geometric
presents an introduction totopology that begins with the axiomatic definition of a topology ona set, rather than starting with
metric spaces or the topology ofsubsets of Rn. This approach includes many more examples, allowingstudents to develop
more sophisticated intuition and enabling themto learn how to write precise proofs in a brand-new context, whichis an
invaluable experience for math majors. Along with the standard point-set topologytopics—connected and path-connected
spaces, compact spaces,separation axioms, and metric spaces—Topology covers theconstruction of spaces from other
spaces, including products andquotient spaces. This innovative text culminates with topics fromgeometric and algebraic
topology (the Classification Theorem forSurfaces and the fundamental group), which provide instructors withthe opportunity
to choose which "capstone" best suits his or herstudents. Topology: Point-Set and Geometric features: A short introduction
in each chapter designed to motivate theideas and place them into an appropriate context Sections with exercise sets
ranging in difficulty from easy tofairly challenging Exercises that are very creative in their approaches and workwell in a
classroom setting A supplemental Web site that contains complete and colorfulillustrations of certain objects, several
learning modulesillustrating complicated topics, and animations of particularlycomplex proofs

Basic Probability Theory
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All needed notions are developed within the book: with the exception of fundamentals which are presented in introductory
lectures, no other knowledge is assumed Provides a more in-depth introduction to the subject than other existing books in
this area Over 400 exercises including hints for solutions are included

Topology
This book is written as a textbook on algebraic topology. The first part covers the material for two introductory courses
about homotopy and homology. The second part presents more advanced applications and concepts (duality, characteristic
classes, homotopy groups of spheres, bordism). The author recommends starting an introductory course with homotopy
theory. For this purpose, classical results are presented with new elementary proofs. Alternatively, one could start more
traditionally with singular and axiomatic homology. Additional chapters are devoted to the geometry of manifolds, cell
complexes and fibre bundles. A special feature is the rich supply of nearly 500 exercises and problems. Several sections
include topics which have not appeared before in textbooks as well as simplified proofs for some important results.
Prerequisites are standard point set topology (as recalled in the first chapter), elementary algebraic notions (modules,
tensor product), and some terminology from category theory. The aim of the book is to introduce advanced undergraduate
and graduate (master's) students to basic tools, concepts and results of algebraic topology. Sufficient background material
from geometry and algebra is included.

Elementary Topology
Comprehensive text for beginning graduate-level students and professionals. "The clarity of the author's thought and the
carefulness of his exposition make reading this book a pleasure." — Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society. 1955
edition.

Elementary Topology
This text explains nontrivial applications of metric space topology to analysis. Covers metric space, point-set topology, and
algebraic topology. Includes exercises, selected answers, and 51 illustrations. 1983 edition.

Introductory Topology
This second edition presents a collection of exercises on the theory of analytic functions, including completed and detailed
solutions. It introduces students to various applications and aspects of the theory of analytic functions not always touched
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on in a first course, while also addressing topics of interest to electrical engineering students (e.g., the realization of rational
functions and its connections to the theory of linear systems and state space representations of such systems). It provides
examples of important Hilbert spaces of analytic functions (in particular the Hardy space and the Fock space), and also
includes a section reviewing essential aspects of topology, functional analysis and Lebesgue integration. Benefits of the 2nd
edition Rational functions are now covered in a separate chapter. Further, the section on conformal mappings has been
expanded.

Analysis On Manifolds
The third edition of this well known text continues to provide a solid foundation in mathematical analysis for undergraduate
and first-year graduate students. The text begins with a discussion of the real number system as a complete ordered field.
(Dedekind's construction is now treated in an appendix to Chapter I.) The topological background needed for the
development of convergence, continuity, differentiation and integration is provided in Chapter 2. There is a new section on
the gamma function, and many new and interesting exercises are included. This text is part of the Walter Rudin Student
Series in Advanced Mathematics.

Iterative Methods in Combinatorial Optimization
Topology is one of the most rapidly expanding areas of mathematical thought: while its roots are in geometry and analysis,
topology now serves as a powerful tool in almost every sphere of mathematical study. This book is intended as a first text in
topology, accessible to readers with at least three semesters of a calculus and analytic geometry sequence. In addition to
superb coverage of the fundamentals of metric spaces, topologies, convergence, compactness, connectedness, homotopy
theory, and other essentials, Elementary Topology gives added perspective as the author demonstrates how abstract
topological notions developed from classical mathematics. For this second edition, numerous exercises have been added as
well as a section dealing with paracompactness and complete regularity. The Appendix on infinite products has been
extended to include the general Tychonoff theorem; a proof of the Tychonoff theorem which does not depend on the theory
of convergence has also been added in Chapter 7.

An Introduction to Hilbert Space
The book offers a good introduction to topology through solved exercises. It is mainly intended for undergraduate students.
Most exercises are given with detailed solutions. In the second edition, some significant changes have been made, other
than the additional exercises. There are also additional proofs (as exercises) of many results in the old section "What You
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Need To Know", which has been improved and renamed in the new edition as "Essential Background". Indeed, it has been
considerably beefed up as it now includes more remarks and results for readers' convenience. The interesting sections
"True or False" and "Tests" have remained as they were, apart from a very few changes.

An Introduction to Manifolds
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th Annual Conference on Learning Theory, COLT 2004, held in
Banff, Canada in July 2004. The 46 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 113
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on economics and game theory, online learning, inductive
inference, probabilistic models, Boolean function learning, empirical processes, MDL, generalisation, clustering and
distributed learning, boosting, kernels and probabilities, kernels and kernel matrices, and open problems.

Functional Analysis, Sobolev Spaces and Partial Differential Equations
This welcome boon for students of algebraic topology cuts a much-needed central path between other texts whose
treatment of the classification theorem for compact surfaces is either too formalized and complex for those without detailed
background knowledge, or too informal to afford students a comprehensive insight into the subject. Its dedicated, studentcentred approach details a near-complete proof of this theorem, widely admired for its efficacy and formal beauty. The
authors present the technical tools needed to deploy the method effectively as well as demonstrating their use in a clearly
structured, worked example. Ideal for students whose mastery of algebraic topology may be a work-in-progress, the text
introduces key notions such as fundamental groups, homology groups, and the Euler-Poincaré characteristic. These
prerequisites are the subject of detailed appendices that enable focused, discrete learning where it is required, without
interrupting the carefully planned structure of the core exposition. Gently guiding readers through the principles, theory,
and applications of the classification theorem, the authors aim to foster genuine confidence in its use and in so doing
encourage readers to move on to a deeper exploration of the versatile and valuable techniques available in algebraic
topology.

Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA 2016
Superb one-year course in classical topology. Topological spaces and functions, point-set topology, much more. Examples
and problems. Bibliography. Index.
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